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ABSTRACT
We present joint NuSTAR and XMM-Newton observations of the bright, variable quasar
IRAS 13349+2438. This combined dataset shows two clear iron absorption lines at 8 and
9 keV, which are most likely associated with two layers of mildly relativistic blueshifted ab-
sorption, with velocities of ∼ 0.14c and ∼ 0.27c. We also find strong evidence for a series of
Lyα absorption lines at intermediate energies in a stacked XMM-Newton EPIC-pn spectrum,
at the same blueshift as the lower velocity iron feature. This is consistent with a scenario where
an outflowing wind is radially stratified, so faster, higher ionization material is observed closer
to the black hole, and cooler, slower material is seen from streamlines at larger radii.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the launch of Chandra and XMM-Newton in 1999, as-
tronomers have observed blueshifted absorption lines from highly
ionized iron in the 7–10 keV energy range (e.g. Pounds et al. 2003;
Chartas et al. 2002) of active galactic nuclei (AGN) X-ray spec-
tra. These are usually interpreted as evidence for mildly relativistic
(0.1–0.3c) winds, launched from the black hole accretion disk be-
fore crossing the line of sight to the X-ray source.
Because we can only see the effect of the absorption along
the line of sight, it is hard to establish the structure of the absorb-
ing gas. Typically, we only observe absorption lines from a single
ionization state and velocity, often only a single Fe xxv/xxvi line.
However, if we can detect more ionization states and velocities for
a given UFO, we can start to infer some of the structure of the gas.
To date, only a small number of sources have robust (i.e. confirmed
with multiple instruments, including NuSTAR) simultaneous detec-
tions of multiple ionization states of blueshifted absorption, notably
PDS 456 (Reeves et al. 2018) and MCG-03-58-007 (Braito et al.
2018; Matzeu et al. 2019). The prevailing interpretation of these
dual line detections is that they represent different streamlines in an
outflowing wind, with more ionized, faster material coming from
smaller radii.
IRAS 13349+2438 is a 109M low redshift (z = 0.10853 Lee
? E-mail: mparker@sciops.esa.int
et al. 2013) quasar, which shows a high degree of X-ray variability
(Ponti et al. 2012), and two layers of warm absorption, outflowing
with velocities of ∼ 600 km s−1 (Sako et al. 2001). In 2018, using
stacked archival XMM-Newton spectra of this source, we detected
blueshifted lines of Si, S and Fe, with a velocity of −0.13c (Parker
et al. 2018b). We also saw weak, possibly background-dependent
evidence for a second, more blueshifted Fe absorption line, but
we were unable to confirm the detection. In this letter, we present
new observations of IRAS 13349+2438 with XMM-Newton and
NuSTAR, focusing on the detection of blueshifted absorption lines
in the EPIC-pn and NuSTAR spectra.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
We were awarded a 200 ks NuSTAR exposure, simultaneous with a
100 ks XMM-Newton exposure, with a primary goal of determining
whether the faster absorption feature was genuine. The combination
of these two observatories is uniquely powerful detecting UFO
lines: combining the high sensitivity and resolution of the EPIC
instruments with the high-energy coverage of NuSTAR, which gives
reliable measurements of the continuum shape.
The NuSTAR exposures were split into two: the first 50 ks was
taken simultaneously with the XMM-Newton observation, and the
remaining 150 ks taken two weeks later. There is little variability
between the NuSTAR spectra of the two exposures (the 10–50 keV
fluxes are 1.5× 10−12 and 1.6× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, respectively),
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Table 1. Details of the observations used in this work.
Obs. ID Start Date Instrument Clean exposure (ks)
60501019002 2020-01-20 FPMA 50.2
FPMB 49.8
60501019004 2020-02-03 FPMA 147.8
FPMB 146.7
0852390101 2020-01-20 EPIC-pn 73.21
1The EPIC-pn was operated in small-window mode, so the live time of the
detector was 71%.
likely because of the high black hole mass and because AGN are
generally less variable at high energies.
2.1 NuSTAR
The NuSTAR data were reduced using the NuSTAR Data Anal-
ysis Software (NuSTARDAS) version 1.9.2 and CALDB version
20200510. We extracted source photons from a 30′′ circular region
centered on the source coordinates, and background photons from
a larger ∼ 100′′ circular region on the same chip, avoiding contam-
inating sources, the chip gap, and the wings of the source PSF. We
bin the FPMA and FPMB spectra to oversample the instrumental
resolution by a factor of 3, and to a minimum signal to noise of
6 after background subtraction. The spectra from the two epochs
are extremely similar, so we use a time-averaged NuSTAR spectrum
for the remainder of the letter. For plotting purposes, we group the
FPMA and FPMB spectra, but they are fit separately in all cases.
2.2 XMM-Newton
We reduced the XMM-Newton data using the Science Analysis Soft-
ware (SAS) version 18.0.0 and the latest current calibration files
(CCFs) at the time of writing. We extracted source photons from a
20′′ circular region centered on the source coordinates, and back-
ground photons from a larger circular region on the same chip.
The EPIC-MOS detectors have higher background contamination
at high energies, so are not useful for detecting the potential second
Fe feature (the primary UFO features have already been confirmed
with the MOS spectra: Parker et al. 2018b). We therefore restrict
our analysis to the high signal EPIC-pn data.
The EPIC-pn was operated in small window mode, which ex-
cludes the regions of the chip with high copper contaminationwhich
can cause spurious features around 8 keV. We binned the spectra to
a signal to noise ratio of 6, and to oversample the resolution by a
factor of 3.
We also construct a stacked EPIC-pn spectrum with the
addspec tool, using all the available archival XMM-Newton data
as well as the new observation. At high energies (>7 keV) this spec-
trum is not reliable and shows sharp features below the resolution
limit of the detector. This is likely due to combining spectra from
different epochs with different levels of background contamination
and instrumental gain shift. We therefore restrict our analysis of this
stacked spectrum to the lower energy band, where these effects are
minimal.
3 RESULTS
In this work, we focus on the detection of UFO lines and defer
detailed modelling of the continuum and warm absorbers for future
analysis. For this reason, we only consider the spectra above 1 keV,
and do not include the RGS data which is dominated by the effect
of warm absorption. We have undertaken a preliminary inspection
of the RGS spectrum to confirm that the absorption is close enough
to that found in the archival data that we can safely stack the spectra
together and assume the same warm absorption model in our fitting.
We find some moderate variability in the new observations,
however a preliminary analysis shows minimal change in spectral
shape associated with this variability, so for this work we use the
time-averaged spectra. A full analysis of the variability properties
will be presented in future work.
3.1 High energy spectrum
A simple inspection of the 2020 XMM-Newton EPIC-pn and NuS-
TAR FPMA/B data shows a clear pair of Fe absorption lines at ∼ 8
and ∼ 9 keV (Fig. 1, top). These correspond to the UFOwe detected
in Parker et al. (2018b) and the possible secondary feature that we
discussed but were unable to confirm. As well as the average NuS-
TAR spectrum, the line is present in both NuSTAR exposures. The
simultaneous detection of this feature with three instruments and in
two different epochs leaves little ambiguity - it cannot be due to the
XMM background, or noise. This feature must be either be due to a
second layer of absorption, distinct in ionization and velocity from
the primary absorber, or it is a higher order line from the primary
absorber.
There is also a clear broad emission feature around 6–7 keV.
In Parker et al. (2018b) we investigated the origin of this feature,
comparing relativistic reflection with a P-Cygni profile. The reflec-
tion model gave a significantly better fit (∆χ2 = 58, for 2 additional
degrees of freedom), and a fit with both models combined implied
that the majority of the line emission is due to disk reflection. How-
ever, the model used for the P-Cygni profile is a relatively simple
phenomenological model, so it is possible that a more sophisticated
model would give a better fit. We will explore this in more detail in
a follow-up paper (Matzeu et al., in prep). For this work, we focus
on the reflection interpretation, which gives a superior fit to the
continuum.
Fitting the joint NuSTAR and XMM-Newton spectrum above
3 keV with a relativistic reflection continuum, modelled with
relxilllp (García et al. 2014), and two Gaussian lines gives en-
ergies of 7.91 ± 0.05 keV and 9.26 ± 0.06 keV for the two lines,
consistent with the ratio of 1.18 between the Fexxvi Lyα and Lyβ
lines. However, the equivalent width of the higher energy line is
very high for the Lyβ, 2/3 the equivalent width of the Lyα line. We
therefore consider it more likely that this represents an separate layer
of absorption, and is probably due to highly ionized material that
only produces Fexxvi absorption. The lines themselves are highly
significant: the improvement in fit for adding Gaussians to fit the 8
and 9 keV features is ∆C-stat= 112 and ∆C-stat= 40, respectively.
We next replace the two Gaussian absorption lines with two
layers of highly ionized absorption, using the xabs model from
spex (Kaastra et al. 1996; Steenbrugge et al. 2003), converted to
an xspec table model1 (for the procedure used to generate this
model, see appendix of Parker et al. 2019). The xabs tables used
here assume the default spex ionization curves, from Steenbrugge
et al. (2005), and solar abundances. The ionization values returned
from this model will be slightly biased by using the assumed SED
(for IRAS 13224-3809, the main effect was to bias log(ξ) by +0.5,
1 available from www.michaelparker.space/xspec-models.
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Figure 1. Top panels: Time-averaged EPIC-pn and NuSTAR spectra from the 2020 observations, corrected for effective area but not unfolded from the
instrumental response. The NuSTAR spectra are fit from 3–79 keV, but for clarity we only show the 3–10 keV band. The three coloured lines show models fit
jointly to the two spectra, with 0, 1 and 2 zones of absorption. Bottom panels: residuals to these three fits.
see Pinto et al. 2018) For this fit, we discount the effect of warm
absorption, as their impact above 3 keV is negligible. This fit gives a
good description of the data (Fig. 1, bottom panel, table 2), leaving
no obvious residuals. Removing the fastest layer and trying to fit the
secondary line feature with Fe Kβworsens the fit by∆C − stat = 17,
and leaves a line-like residual in both theNuSTAR andXMM-Newton
spectra.
We next investigate a simple scenario that could result in an
enhanced Fe Kβ line EW, relative to the Kα line. If there are two
continua, only one of which is absorbed, a rise in the unabsorbed
flux has more effect on the observed equivalent width of a strong ab-
sorption line, where the unabsorbed continuum contributes a larger
fraction of the flux. This could result in an anomalously strong Kβ
line. This could arise naturally in either a wind scenario (by partial
covering of the source by clumpy clouds in the wind) or a disk ab-
sorption scenario (where only the reflected emission is absorbed).
We perform a simple test of this model using a partial-covering ver-
sion of the xabs absorption model, using only a single absorbing
layer but allowing the covering fraction to vary. This results in a
worse fit (∆C-stat∼ 15), and leaves residuals around the secondary
line. However, this model is somewhat simplistic and there are com-
plicating factors in both physical scenarios which could result in a
better fit, so we cannot fully rule out the second line being Fe Kβ
3.2 Intermediate energy lines
To investigate the lower-velocity UFO further we use the stacked
EPIC-pn spectrum, constructed from all the XMM-Newton expo-
sures, to search for lower energy lines. When fitting this region of
Table 2. Best-fit parameters for the high energy (>3 keV) spectrum of
IRAS 13349+2438, fit with a reflection continuum and two layers of full-
covering absorption. All errors are 1σ.
Model Parameter Value Description/unit
xabs1 log(ξ) 4.1 ± 0.3 Ionization (erg cm s−1)
NH 0.5+5.8−0.2 Column density (10
24 cm−2)
vrms 7000 ± 2000 2D RMS velocity (km s−1)
vout 0.15 ± 0.01 Outflow velocity (c)
xabs2 log(ξ) 4.7 ± 0.2 Ionization (erg cm s−1)
NH 1.5+8.7−1.2 Column density 10
24 cm−2
vrms < 8000 2D RMS velocity (km s−1)
vout 0.27 ± 0.01 Outflow velocity (c)
relxilllp a 0.3+0.2−0.5 Spin parameter
i 38 ± 2 Inclination (degrees)
h 6 ± 3 Source height (rG)
Γ 1.9 ± 0.1 Photon index
log(ξ) 3.06+0.11−0.04 Ionization (erg cm s−1)
AFe 5.0+2.6−0.7 Iron abundance (solar)
Ecut 45+16−8 Cutoff energy (keV)
norm 9+2−4 Normalisation
1 (×10−4)
C-stat/dof 236/209 Fit statistic
1See Dauser et al. (2016) for the definition of the relxill normalisation.
the spectrum, we include the two layers of warm absorption identi-
fied by Sako et al. (2001), with parameters fixed at the values from
Parker et al. (2018b). We performed a preliminary inspection of
the 2020 RGS spectrum to check that the absorption is consistent
with that in earlier observations. There are some minor differences,
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Figure 2. Top: Residuals to a power-law model for the intermediate energy
combined EPIC-pn spectrum from all observations of IRAS 13349+2438.
Vertical lines indicate the Lyα lines blueshifted by a velocity of 0.13c.
Bottom: The same residuals for each observation individually, showing the
consistent Ne, Mg, and Si lines. Above 3 keV the data is too noisy and lines
cannot be distinguished.
which we will examine in future work, but these are negligible at
the resolution of the EPIC-pn.
We show the residuals of the 1–6 keV spectrum, fit with a phe-
nomenological double power-law plus warm absorption, in Fig. 2,
with the strongest high-ionization absorption lines at a velocity of
-0.13 c labelled. There is a clear pattern of broad dips, correspond-
ing to the Lyα lines of Ne to Ca and the Fexxiv triplet (rest frame
energy ∼ 1.1 keV).
Individually, the statistical improvement fromfitting these lines
is relatively small (with the notable exception of the strong Sixiv
line), but collectively the significance is very high. We test this by
adding a single layer of xabs absorption to the power-law contin-
uum. This improves the fit by∆C-stat= 47, to C-stat/dof of 131/113,
for four additional degrees of freedom, a cumulative detection sig-
nificance of over 5σ.
To check that these features are not an artefact of the stacking
process, we plot the same residuals for each EPIC-pn spectrum
individually (Fig. 2, bottom). While the data are too noisy above
3 keV for lines to be identified, the lower energy lines are clearly
present and consistent with each other between observations.
Table 3. Best-fit parameters for UFO absorption applied to a phenomeno-
logical double power-law model from 1–6 keV.
Model Parameter Value Description/unit
xabs log(ξ) 3.9 ± 0.1 Ionization (erg cm s−1)
NH 1.8 ± 0.7 Column (1024 cm−2)
vrms < 9000 2D RMS velocity (km s−1)
vout 0.132 ± 0.006 Outflow velocity (c)
powerlaw1 Γ 1.69 ± 0.06 Photon index
norm 9.8 ± 1 10−4 cm−2 s−1 keV −1
powerlaw2 Γ 4 ± 1 Photon index
norm 4 ± 1 10−4 cm−2 s−1 keV −1
C-stat/dof 131/113 Fit statistic
4 DISCUSSION
We consider it highly likely that the intermediate energy lines found
in the stacked EPIC-pn spectrum and the slower of the two Fe ab-
sorption lines found in the high energy NuSTAR/EPIC-pn spectrum
are from the same material. The parameters of the absorption used
to fit the intermediate energy lines are within 1σ error of those of
the slower absorption found in the high energy spectrum.
4.1 Origin of the second Fe line
The second Fe absorption feature, located at a rest-frame energy
9 keV, must be due to either absorption from Fexxvi in an additional
layer, the Fexxvi Kβ line, associated with the 0.14c absorption, or
a combination of the two, which is the scenario implicitly assumed
in our double-absorption model.
We consider a pure Kβ origin unlikely, as the line is very
strong relative to the Kα line, roughly twice the expected 1:3 ratio
(Krause & Oliver 1979). The observed ratio could be modified by
the absorption having a covering fraction less than unity, in which
case the stronger Kα line would drop in equivalent width more than
the Kβ line, however we find that a statistically better fit is obtained
with two absorption layers than a single layer, even if that layer is
allowed to partially cover the source (which can affect the Kα/Kβ
ratio).
We conclude that a combination of the Kβ line from the first
layer of absorption and the Kα line from a second layer of absorp-
tion is likely the reason for the 9 keV feature, although we cannot
be completely sure, as more complex models that we have not con-
sidered may be able to produce a stronger Kβ feature.
4.2 Dynamics
Assuming that both layers of absorption are due to an outflowing
wind, we can make approximate estimates of their relative locations
and the amount of power in each layer. The parameters for the slower
UFO do not differ significantly from those found in Parker et al.
(2018b), so for that absorption we use the same derived quantities.
A lower limit on the radius of a wind comes from requiring that
the wind velocity exceed the escape velocity, i.e. v > (2GM/r)1/2.
For the faster absorption, this gives a lower limit of r > 4×1015 cm
(27rG), compared with 1.3×1016 cm (89rG). An upper limit comes
from requiring that the flux be high enough to ionize the gas to the
observed level, given the column density (Table 2): r < Lion/ξNH
(taking the ionizing luminosity of ∼ 1 × 1045–∼ 1 × 1046 erg s−1
from the X-ray and EUV fluxes from SED modelling in Lee et al.
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2013). This gives a range of 1.5 × 1017–1.5 × 1018 cm (1000–
10000rG) for the slower absorber, and 1.3 × 1016–1.5 × 1017 cm
(90–900rG) for the faster absorber.
Making the conservative assumption that the winds are located
at the radii corresponding to the escape velocity and using the for-
mula from Krongold et al. (2007), assuming the factor describing
the opening and viewing angles of the wind, f (δ, φ) = 1.5, we find
mass outflow rates of 2.8×1026 g s−1 and 2.6×1025 g s−1 (∼ 4M
per year), respectively, and kinetic powers of 2.8× 1045 erg s−1 and
8.5 × 1045 erg s−1 (0.02 and 0.07 LEdd). These values are approx-
imate, but they are consistent with a wind model where multiple
streamlines cross the line of sight, with faster, hotter material lo-
cated at smaller radii (e.g. Fukumura et al. 2015), and meet the
predicted 0.5–5% threshold for AGN feedback (Di Matteo et al.
2005; Hopkins & Elvis 2010)
An alternative model for strongly blueshifted absorption lines
was presented by Gallo & Fabian (2011, 2013), and recently shown
to fit the spectrum of IRAS 13224-3809 by Fabian et al. (2020). In
this scenario, the blueshifted absorption arises from a surface layer
on the disk where these relativistic velocities arise naturally. While
this is not the focus of this letter, we note that this model could pro-
duce an apparently weaker Fe Kα line as only the reflected emission
is affected by the absorption, so an increase in the powerlaw con-
tinuum would reduce the apparent equivalent width of the stronger
Kα line more than Kβ.
4.3 Comparison with PDS 456
Unlike the faster UFO zone identified in PDS 456 (Reeves et al.
2018), this feature appears to be persistent. Assuming that the pos-
sible feature identified at the same energy in Parker et al. (2018b)
is the same as the feature we find with the new observations, then
it has persisted for over a decade without significant changes. The
most likely explanation for this is that the XMM-Newton and NuS-
TAR observations of IRAS 13349+2438 have all occured at roughly
the same flux level, despite the high variability of the source on
long timescales (Parker et al. 2018b). The strength of the UFO lines
in PDS 456 appears to be flux dependent (Parker et al. 2018a),
as in other sources (Parker et al. 2017b,a; Pinto et al. 2018; Igo
et al. 2020), and the range of fluxes observed in PDS 456 is much
greater than in IRAS 13349+2438 (e.g. Matzeu et al. 2017). It there-
fore seems likely that the equivalent material in PDS 456 is fully
ionized for a large fraction of the time. Further observations of
IRAS 13349+2438 aimed at high or low flux states should be able
to determine whether the same behaviour takes place in this source.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented new X-ray observations of the quasar
IRAS 13349+2438 with NuSTAR and XMM-Newton. The spectra
show a firm detection of a second Fe absorption line, likely from
a second layer of gas with a velocity of v ∼ 0.27c. This is consis-
tent with a stratified wind scenario, where faster streamlines, higher
ionization streamlines originate from the inner accretion disk, and
slower, colder streamlines are launched further out.
We also find multiple Lyα lines at low energies in a stacked
XMM-Newton EPIC-pn spectrum including all archival data. These
lines are consistent with the blueshift of the lower velocity Fe line,
suggesting a common origin.
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